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A little bit about Ivan Guerrero, MSHCM
•
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Ivan is the Program Manager for the Office of Patient Experience
at Cedars Sinai. Ivan has over a decade of healthcare experience
as well as a Master of Science in Health Care Management from
California State University, Los Angeles. Ivan, has worked for
multiple hospitals and health systems, where he gained
experience as an Admin. Supervisor for Radiology, a Process
Improvement Specialist, and other Management roles. For most
of his career, the major focus has been the Patient Experience and
leading improvement projects that help provide an exceptional
experience to patients and families. In his prior organization, Ivan
successfully implemented a Patient Experience program that led
to him receiving the National Hospital Foundation -Hospital Hero
Award 2016. Ivan also has experience working with physicians and
providing staff with training on customer service.

Agenda
❑Transform Your Waiting Room
▪ First Impressions
▪ Best practices

❑Create a Waiting Room “Host” or “navigator”
▪ Turn passive waiting into active care

❑Access
▪ Patient Perspective
▪ Clinic perspective
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First Impressions Are Important — They Last.

•

Activity
1. Circle all the differences between the two waiting areas. 2. How can these differences impact the Patient Experience at the clinic?
– List here:
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Transform Your Waiting Room
Anxiety
Fear
Confusion
Frustration
Annoyance
Pain
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uncomfortable
seating
stacks of old
magazines
overcrowding

Transform Your Waiting Room
Ways to turn passive waiting into active care, wasted time into opportunity…
Offer Nutritious Snacks
• For many patients living in poor and
rural areas, access to fresh fruits and
vegetables is scarce
• Some clinics display baskets of goods in
waiting rooms, labeled with a sign that
says, “help yourself”
• Care teams are trained to look for signs
that patients haven’t had enough to
eat and then offer a snack
• The staff also encourage patients to
take something home
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Transform Your Waiting Room
Ways to turn passive waiting into active care, wasted time into opportunity…
Hang Artwork
• Art calms and soothes. Multiple
studies confirm that patients
prefer landscapes and nature
scenes, compared to abstract
paintings and portraits. In fact,
some research says chaotic
abstract art can actually
increase patients’ stress.
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Transform Your Waiting Room
Ways to turn passive waiting into active care, wasted time into opportunity…

Install Check-In Kiosks
• Self-serve kiosks are everywhere
• For a small investment, these kiosks are
helping speed patient registration,
copayment collection, language translation,
and the signing of consent forms
• Some organizations, have taken their kiosk to
the next level by collecting social
determinants of health data
• kiosk eliminates the use of thousands of
sheets of paper and reduces one’s carbon
footprint
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Transform Your Waiting Room
Ways to turn passive waiting into active care, wasted time into opportunity…

Cluster Your Chairs
• Seating density matters, Steelcase a furniture
company, partnered with a major academic
medical center in the southeastern United States
to better understand the problems with waiting
rooms
• It discovered that 20 percent of occupied chairs
held personal items or drinks
• By creating small group seating and providing
storage or side tables, fewer seats are needed
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Transform Your Waiting Room
Ways to turn passive waiting into active care, wasted time into opportunity…

Distribute Pagers
• Inspired by Applebee’s, Patients can go
for a walk outside and even grab a cup of
coffee down the street. When it’s time for
their appointment, the clinic can give the
patient a buzz
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Transform Your Waiting Room
Ways to turn passive waiting into active care, wasted time into opportunity…

Introduce Your Care Team
•

•

•

•

Patients often see a revolving door of doctors,
medical assistants, billers, and clerks.
Patients have trouble keeping track of all these faces,
and it’s difficult to comprehend how all these medical
professionals are working together.
Help patients get acquainted with care team
members by providing profiles in the waiting area
(photo, name, titles, major responsibility)
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Transform Your Waiting Room
Ways to turn passive waiting into active care, wasted time into opportunity…

Text Updates
•
•

•

Waiting can be a nerve-racking experience
The patient/family provides cell phone
numbers in advance, and the clinic can send
generic, prewritten messages like, “Please
return back to the lobby, you are next to be
seen”
Not only does it relieve stress, it helps people
feel more comfortable about leaving the
waiting room
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Transform Your Waiting Room
Ways to turn passive waiting into active care, wasted time into opportunity…

Tear Down Walls
•
•

•

•

Physical barriers create emotional barriers
A clinic identified this as a problem, so it
knocked down the walls and glass that
sequestered its front desk receptionists
The results were dramatic: Frequency of
patients being welcome with eye contact, a
smile, and a greeting increased from around
15 percent to 100 percent
Patient satisfaction scores shot up too
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Transform Your Waiting Room
Ways to turn passive waiting into active care, wasted time into opportunity…

Educate Patients
•

•

Waiting room education has also
been linked to increased patient
satisfaction
For example, in one ambulatory care
clinic, patients who watched an
educational video about glaucoma
and chatted with a staff nurse while
waiting for their doctor were happier
than patients following a typical care
routine.
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Transform Your Waiting Room
Ways to turn passive waiting into active care, wasted time into opportunity…

Display Wait Times
•

Place wait-time displays prominently in
multiple places, not just over the front
desk. And, for people who don’t want to
hang around the waiting area

•

This does not have to be a fancy electronic
dashboard; it can be as simple as a display
board or card that is updated by staff
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Transform Your Waiting Room
Ways to turn passive waiting into active care, wasted time into opportunity…

Clean Up
•

•

Cleanliness is another factor
associated with higher patient
satisfaction
In fact, attractive and cheerful
waiting rooms reduce anxiety,
create a better perception of
the quality of care, and
convince patients that they’ve
waited a shorter amount of
time
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Transform Your Waiting Room
Ways to turn passive waiting into active care, wasted time into opportunity…

Provide Wi-Fi and Charging Stations
•

Free Wi-Fi is everywhere. Why
should your clinic be a dead
zone? Help make your space
work and homework friendly
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Waiting Room Host or Navigator
Turn passive waiting into active care
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Unlike front desk staff, a host/navigator is placed in
the waiting room with patients
Greeting new patients when they arrive
Answering questions
Host/navigator helps patients check in
Assist with completing forms
The host/navigator assist with agenda-setting by
asking patients what they are hoping to discuss during
their visit
This helps providers to prioritize and make the best
use of their time with the patient
Allows the medical assistant to focus on their critical
tasks
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Waiting Room Host or Navigator
Turn passive waiting into active care
•

•

•

The host/navigator can use this time in the
waiting room to educate patients on the
resources available to them is more effective
than just putting out brochures
The host/navigator should also offer patients
water, direct them to the restroom, and handle
any number of other miscellaneous questions
and announcements
Can also increase the flow of communication
between staff
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Waiting Room Host or Navigator
How to get started
•

•

•

•

•

Co-Designing the host/navigator program
– Include the patient and other care
team members
Introduce the need by presenting patient
feedback or patient experience data and
conduct direct waiting room observations
Plan: Obtain feedback from clinic staff and
identify how this role should interact with
patients and other staff
Try it for a short period of time, while
continuously collecting feedback from
patients, staff, and providers
Make adjustments as needed
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Access
The Patient Perspective

Standby Appointments can help

•

•

•
•

•

Patients not being able to see a doctor when
they get sick is both frustrating and off-putting.
Having to wait days for an appointment can
force patients to take more time off work or
bend their schedule in costly ways
A wait of weeks discourages them from
getting the care they need—or drives them to
opt for an expensive or unnecessary ER visit
instead or going to another clinic
The convenience of visiting a doctor on shortnotice on a day they know they are able can
make a big difference.
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•

Patients are willing to wait longer in the
waiting room if it means getting a same-day
appointment.
Same-day access to care increases patients’
sense that taking care of their health is easy
and convenient and improves their
relationship and experience with their clinic

Access
The Clinic Perspective

Standby Appointments can help

• Building the capacity to offer same-day
appointments despite very high demand is
a major challenge for most clinics and
safety net clinics today
• High no-show rates at clinics hamper care
team efficiency and eat into the bottom
line.
• However, reducing no-shows is a difficult
challenge: strategies like ban-lists for
frequent no-shows end up being
ineffective and punitive for patients.

• Can help with frequent no-shows
• Can leverage unproductive gaps in
providers’ schedules
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Access
How it works
•

Airline companies long ago solved the problem
of unfilled seats by allowing a few travelers to
“fly standby”— wait tentatively for a seat to
open up on a booked-up flight.

•

Though many airlines have largely replaced the
practice with habitual overbooking, flying
standby allowed airlines to get the most out of
each flight while also accommodating travelers
whose plans went awry or who need to fly at
the last minute at an affordable price.

Standby Appointments can help
•

•

•

•
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When patients call, Instead of simply offering patients
the next available appointment with their doctor, they
are told, “We are able to see you today. You might have
to wait a little while, perhaps an hour+. You might or
might not see your specific doctor. If you are okay with
that, come in.”
These standby patients are organized into “waves”—an
8 a.m. wave, a 10 a.m. wave, a 1 p.m. wave, and a 3
p.m. wave, for example
When patients arrive to wait for a standby
appointment, a medical assistant takes them to an
exam room and records their vitals and patient history
Then the patients return to the waiting room to wait
until a doctor is available

Summary
Physical Space and the Patient Experience

• Transform Your Waiting Room
– Start with your own direct observations

• Waiting Room Host or Navigator Program
– Turn passive waiting into active care

• Access
– Can be have a huge impact on the patient experience
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